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Abstract

This study investigated the importance of social construction of congenital deafblindness (CDB) when planning special needs education services. The study was conducted in Uganda and the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). The research was based on a literature review and a focus group study. In the focus groups a dialogical perspective was used for acquiring knowledge through communicative interactions. The focus was on two main topics: social construction of Congenital Deafblindness (CDB) and knowledge about education services for people with CDB. Fourteen participants were selected, with seven from each country. Participants were familiar with deafblind persons and/or with communities where they lived. The grounded theory approach and thematic analysis method were used to determine the correct coding and themes and identify patterns of meaning of different opinions. The results of the data analyses showed that participants attributed the causes of CDB in Uganda and the DRC to cultural and religious beliefs. The medical stance on CDB was less understood. In addition, culture and religion were identified as dominant factors in the social construction of the position of people with CDB in the community, leading to misunderstanding and inappropriate services for them. This community misunderstanding indicates that people at the local level are likely to stick to traditional and religious practices. Therefore, changing attitudes and educational opportunities for people with CDB requires more understanding of third-party voices and the underlying barriers in these communities.
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Introduction

Deafblindness is not a new global phenomenon (EDbN, 2014; WHO, 2011; McInnes, 1999; van Dijk, 1997; Souriau, 2000, 2002, 2007). According to the European Deafblind Network (EDbN, 2014), deafblindness is now more frequently reported and widely recognised than ever before. This rise in recognition and reporting continues. However, in many countries “deafblindness” remains a poorly defined condition with many misunderstandings concerning its causes, the variations in impairment experienced by individuals, and its impact on everyday life (Larsen & Damen, 2014). Other factors, such as different cultural beliefs, may also lead to a misunderstanding of the condition of people with CDB. Furthermore, these factors can have a negative impact on the education of deafblind people.

According to the European Agency for Special Needs and Inclusive Education (2013) and the United Nations (2006), the social construction of deafblindness in Europe in relation to education has been positively shaped by the position of international organizations working in the field of disabilities, whose approach is based on the universal right to education. In addition, universal instruments and institutions advocating on behalf of people with disabilities have strengthened their voices, which has also influenced social change and protected the identity of people with CDB (Nafstad & Rødbro, 2015; Hart, 2010; Janssen & Rødbro, 2007; Rødbro & Janssen, 2006; Van Dijk. 1997). There is now a greater understanding of the nature of disabilities and the associated personal capacities and limitations in pursuing a dynamic and progressive education (Chandra & Sharma, 2004; Peters, 1975; Dantona, 1971; McLetchie, 1993; Collins, 1995; Crow & Crow, 1964). Consequently, the universal right to education and other international tools for those with special needs are perceived as a social reality, based on a common understanding constructed between nations and people for social change (Burr, 2003).

In Africa, this social reality may differ from one country to another depending on cultural values and different cultural positions the societies associate with disability in general (Eiesland, 1994; Riddell & Watson, 2014; Bunning et al, 2017). In Central and Eastern Africa, the available literature does not provide relevant information on the social construction of CDB in relation to education. The few studies that have been conducted are primarily focused on the teaching methodology for people with deafblindness in general (Omuguru, 2016; UNICEF-Uganda, 2014; Signo, 2014), with less focus on the universal right to education compared to research in Europe.

Similarly, the information gathered reveals that little is known about how CDB is socially constructed in education in East and Central Africa. Therefore, this study was aimed at analysing the social construction of people with CDB in these both countries in order to be
able to formulate recommendations for further research and future education for people with CDB.

The main research question for this study was: To what extent can the cultural position and attitude towards people with CDB in Uganda and DRC be described in relation to education?

Theoretical framework

This study was guided by dialogical theory, which describes the human ability to create meaning in relation to the social and physical environment (Linell, 1998; 2009; Naftad & Rødbroe, 2015). This theory also describes the human ability to understand social realities and their influences through cultures from historical perspectives (Markova, 2016). As social problems are constructed in specific cultures at a particular time or period (Lane, 2010), this theory oriented the study to explore how different communities in East and Central Africa understand CDB, what meaning they ascribe to it, and how the construction of normality and disability through cultural diversity can influence educating people with CDB. Investigating how CDB is socially constructed includes the identification of barriers such as the differences in the values and beliefs (Bunning et al., 2017; Shakespeare, 2014; MacDonald, 2012) about CDB, the tensions emanating from a lack of reciprocal interaction between culture and religion (Eiesland, 1994), the medical stance on CDB, and the identification of “third party voices”, characterised by a mental image (Jansen & Rødbroe, 2007) which is associated with ‘God’ or ‘gods’ as a third person with power who probably has contributed to the state of CDB intentionally.

In A Silent Exile on this Earth: The Metaphorical Construction of Deafness in the Nineteenth Century, Baynton (2006) argues that ‘deafness is a cultural construction’. From the same perspective, it can be argued that ‘deafblindness is a cultural construction’, meaning that it is constructed against the norms and standards of what society perceives to be normal (Michalko, 2002). In addition, each society has its way of seeing, understanding, analyzing, and interpreting a given situation or interpreting a situation in relation to an event. As Berger (1966) indicates, ‘society was created by humans, but this creation turns around and molds humans every day’. This process is explained by the strength of dynamics of a group, which may favour certain attitudes, beliefs, or opinions according to the relationships between internal and external dialogue in a specific society and thus creates a certain culture (Bakhtine, 1970). Moreover, group influence in a society can become significant, positively or negatively influencing the community’s perceptions of certain conditions such as disability. Therefore, CDB as a social condition can be constructed from a subjective, personal, and
culturally determined point of view. From this perspective, the education of people with CDB could be perceived differently in each country due to cultural diversity.

Methods

Study design

An analytical framework inspired by dialogical theory was adapted for this study to develop a deeper understanding of the social construction of CDB in relation to education in East and Central Africa. The dialogical approach was designed to mirror different barriers, tensions, and third-party voices surrounding the social image of a person with CDB in the community (Gillespie & Cornish, 2009).

Focus groups were used to obtain several viewpoints about the participants’ personal contexts, experiences, beliefs, perceptions, and attitudes through a moderated interaction (Nyumba et al., 2018). The grounded theory approach and thematic analysis methods were used, respectively, to determine the correct coding and themes and identify patterns of meaning related to convergence and divergence of opinions. The main research question was leading, structured by two main subthemes: 1) social construction of CDB divided in: a) causes of CSB, b) role of people with CDB in the community, c) role of the church or religion, and 2) educational considerations, divided in a) provision of services, b) educational opportunities, c) possibilities for future services. Finally, the data were interpreted based on the main themes within the topics and a conceptual framework was designed (Charmaz, 2005).

Location of the study

The study was conducted in two countries. The first country, Uganda, located in East Africa, was selected on the basis that for more than ten years international organisations, such as Sense International (UK), the Perkins School for the Blind (US), and Royal Dutch Kentalis (the Netherlands), have implemented education programmes for deafblind people and organized parent support groups.

The second country, the DRC, located in Central Africa, was selected because although there are families with persons who are deafblind, there is no appropriate structure for their education, either from the government or from local or international organizations. In summary, one country has education programmes for people with CDB, and the other does not. This difference could be important in understanding the social realities of CDB in relation to education.
Selection and consent of the participants

Fourteen participants were selected based on their experience and knowledge (Orodho, 2012), with seven from each country. In addition, the participants were selected from villages where people with CDB lived. The rationale for this selection was that these individuals would be familiar with the condition as opposed to those from other communities where there are no cases of CDB. Besides the parents of the children with CDB, other targeted participants aged 40 years or older, because age plays an important role in African culture, where being older is a strong cultural position and older people are considered to possess power that maintains certain values and beliefs in society (Obioha & T’Soyunyane, 2012). For each country were selected: parents from a child with CDB, one neighbour, one local leader, one church leader, one traditional healer and one health care professional.

In Uganda, the researcher collaborated with Sense International Uganda to select a suitable family for the study. From a list of families having children with CDB, a family with three-year old twins was selected. The twins were born congenitally deafblind after the mother contracted German measles. Choosing a mother of twins was also important because twins in Africa are regarded as either a burden or a gift from God (Peek, 2011). Additionally, the dual factors of being twins and congenitally deafblind offers greater potential for cultural and religious interpretations.

In the DRC, the researcher collaborated with the Centre for Education and Community-Based Rehabilitation and a local traditional chief, who identified a family with seven children, all with CDB. The youngest was aged eight and the oldest, twenty-five. These children had never participated in any education programmes. The selection of this family was primarily based on the accessibility of the village, and more importantly because of the presence of seven deafblind children in the same family. As mentioned earlier about the twins in Uganda, the presence of more than one child in the same family triggers further questions and cultural and religious interpretations.

Researcher and research team. The researcher was director and master student in Pedagogical Sciences, Track Communication and Deafblindness. He collaborated with research assistants. In Uganda the research assistants were a qualified teacher for the deaf, a social worker, and a cameraman, and in DRC a qualified teacher for the deaf and a psychologist and a cameraman. The assistants took in depth notes during the focus group discussions. In Uganda one assistant took the role of interpreter. The cameramen took the video-recordings. The researcher had the lead of the focus groups.
Regarding the ethical aspect, the participants provided written consent for their discussions in the focus groups to be video recorded. The participants reviewed the video to confirm their opinions on the research questions.

**Focus group procedure**

**Focus groups**

Two discussion groups were organised for each country; that means four focus group discussions in total. In the first group the parents of the children with CDB were included and in the second group no parents were included. The second group existed mainly from participants who were important in the community around the children with CDB, such as the local leader and the church leader (see selection). The purpose of the discussions was that the participants felt free to share their opinions on questions concerning deafblindness as well as their cultural experiences. This division into two groups was made because in the presence of a parent of a child with CDB, other members were found to be more reserved and less likely to give a clear picture of their attitudes and beliefs regarding CDB. In other words, dividing the group into two made it possible to avoid social prejudices linked to emotions such as embarrassment (Gillespie and Cornish, 2009).

**Determining the questions**

Before the study started, a series of meetings were organized with education leaders, administrative leaders, and national organizations, working in the field of deafblindness. In these meetings study aims and procedures were explained in order to obtain participants’ input and permission to reach out to people in the field.

The focus group discussions were structured around two specific topics in relation to the research question. The topics were presented in such a way that the participants would provide detailed information and thinking rather than simple answers (Ary et al., 2010). There were two major topics, each with three sub-topics:

1. **Approach and construction of the cultural position of CDB/Approche et construction de la position culturelle de la Surdité Congénitale**
   
   1.1 What causes do the community attribute to CDB? *Quelles sont les causes attribuées à la Surdité Congénitale par la communauté?*
   
   1.2 What is the role or place in the community of the person with CDB? *Quel est le rôle/la place de la Surdité Congénitale dans la communauté?*
1.3 What are your experiences with the church in relation to CDB? *Quelles sont vos expériences avec l’Église par rapport à la Surdité Congénitale?*

(2) Education and services for people with CDB/*Éducation et services pour les personnes avec Surdité Congénitale*

2.1 Are there services that provide care for people with CDB? *Existe-t-il des services qui prennent en charge la personne avec Surdité Congénitale?*

2.2 Do you know if there are any educational opportunities for this child? *Savez-vous s’il y a des opportunités éducatives pour cet enfant?*

2.3 How should services be organized to care for people with CDB (future considerations): culture, church, education, government, NGOs? *Comment les services devraient-ils être organisés pour prendre soin de la Surdité Congénitale (considerations futures): culture, église, éducation, gouvernement, NGOs?*

**Facilitation during meetings**

In Uganda, the discussions were held in English under the facilitation of the researcher. Nevertheless, for a better understanding, the assistant researcher played the role of interpreter in Luganda for further explanation. In the DRC, the discussions were conducted in Lingala and French; no interpreter was needed because the participants and the research team were comfortable speaking Lingala.

The meeting was organised in such a way that all participants were requested to share their opinions, while respecting their position and function in society. The group discussions were video recorded to ensure a complete recording of everything that was said. Each focus group lasted approximately 45 minutes, and the videos were subsequently reviewed by the researcher and the participants of the focus group to confirm the accuracy of their views and allow time for additional comments. To increase credibility (Spradley, 1980), the study team comprised four people (see selection).

**Ethical consideration**

Written consent was obtained from each participant, and ethics was approved for the study from the committee board of the Master track Communication and Deafblindness of the University of Groningen. Participants were informed and consulted on the results of the study.
Data analysis

To understand the cultural position on CDB, the grounded theory approach and thematic analysis methods were used, respectively, to determine right coding and themes and identify patterns of the meaning of different opinions from answers to the research questions (Czarniawska, 2004; Nyumba et al., 2018; Ary et al., 2010). Simply put, this labelling or coding process enabled quick retrieval and examination of all the texts associated with key thematic ideas. Thus, it allowed an understanding of the social constructions of CDB and the considerations on education services. The findings were interpreted and presented in narrative form (Charmaz, 2005).

Results

Analysis regarding sub questions

Before being able to answer the main question of this study, ‘To what extent can the cultural position and attitude toward people with CDB in East and Central Africa be described in relation to education?’ first the results of the different subtopics are described. A more extensive overview of the results is described in the master thesis (Byaruhanga, 2018).

The answers to the first sub-question (1.1), ‘What causes does the community attribute CDB to?’ revealed that, in both Uganda and the DRC, the causes of CDB are more often attributed to cultural and religious beliefs. The medical stance on CDB is less understood, even by some medical and educational staff. This diversity in understanding of the causes of CDB has created gaps between the medical state of the art prevalent among organisations or institutions working in the CDB field, and that of the local population, who believe in traditional and religious practices. For example, in Uganda, the mother of the twins with CDB reported, ‘I have this problem because a friend of mine advised me to use a family planning method’. She believed that the family planning measure was the cause of the disability. However, in Mulago Hospital, the doctors stated that it was because of German measles.

In the DRC, participants talked of ‘possession by evil spirits and charms’ at home in the form of leaves called Lianga, which can be planted at the farm and used for hunting. When health failure occurs, the charm can turn against the owner and cause disability or death.
Regarding the second sub-question (1.2), ‘What is the role or place in the community of the person with CDB?’, findings based on the participants’ opinions indicate that tension still exists in understanding the role or place of people with CDB in Uganda and the DRC. This tension creates conflicting intentions, which again leads to confusion in determining the position and role of people with CDB in a community.

For example, opinions from participants were more rigid, for example, ‘These children are useless. They cannot learn. They have to stay at home’. A participant in Uganda, who was a neighbour of the children with CDB said, ‘These children are not important, because even if a visitor arrives at the house, they are unable to call the mother and report any information’. The same opinion was shared by the medical practitioner from the DRC who said, ‘Since these children cannot see and cannot hear, they are not important; they are a burden to their parents’.

Regarding the answers to the third sub-question (1.3), ‘What are your experiences with the role of the church in relation to CDB?’, it was found that the church demonstrated a strong conviction about the third party; God, and because of the significance given to this third voice, the church considers people with CDB to be those in need of help. According to the participants, the church primarily encourages parents of people with CDB to pray or attend church services to receive help from well-wishers. This social construction based on the participants’ religious beliefs can lead to not prioritizing the education of people with CDB.

Results related to the question concerning the provision of services for people with CDB (2.1) revealed that in both countries people at the local level, especially in rural areas, were not aware of the organizations or institutions offering services for people with CDB. This lack of services and information can result in the fact that people at the local level continue with traditional and religious practices. For example, despite the presence of international organizations, such as Perkins School for the Blind (US), Kentalis (the Netherlands), Signo (Norway), Visio (the Netherlands), and Sense International (UK), a participant from Uganda, who was a local chief, reported, ‘There are many organisations we hear support people with disabilities, but they are not present at the community level’. Moreover, during the interview, the community-based supervisor from Sense International Uganda stated, ‘...even if these twin children with CDB are under our rehabilitation programme, sometimes the mother takes them to a witch doctor for treatment’. This example shows a lack of collaborative dialogue between international organizations and between organizations and the community, leading to a lack of coherence in services for people with CDB.

With regard to sub questions 2.2 the educational opportunities of children with CDB and 2.3 future support by organizations, participants from both countries argued that
‘children with CDB have fewer opportunities to learn’ and ‘the government should take responsibility’ to provide proper services for them’. These answers identified the need for good dialogue among partners working in the field of CDB to jointly collaborate and improve the implementation of educational programmes adapted to the needs of people with CDB. The involvement of parents and the community is of paramount importance for the sustainability of such programmes.

Reflection on and interpretation of results in conceptual models

With regard to the topic of social construction of CDB in the community the framework presented in Figure 1 is developed. On religious values of people with CDB, the participants in this study argued that people with CDB should attend church services because by doing so, well-wishers and other believers can offer help and pity them. It is possible that religious beliefs driven by the conviction of the third voice encourage people with CDB to initiate practices such as begging or taking to the streets as their religious stance tells them their role is to be helped by others. This finding is consistent with the literature showing that people with disability are considered objects of pity (Michalko, 2002; Kreigel, 1987). Using the social construction of CDB based on the participants’ opinion and stance, negative consequences for the everyday life of people with CDB are summarized in Figure 1.

On the topic of education and services the framework in Figure 2 is developed. The term community-based can mean a participatory process requiring effective dialogue and collaboration from various stakeholders at the local level seeking to understand their different realities and looking for solutions to effect social change (MacDonald, 2014). This conceptual framework highlights the way dialogue and collaboration can be built. NGOs, health institutions, etc. must first start with advocacy and training (1) of community leaders who must already have been persuaded (in favour of their respective communities).

Figure 1: Framework on people with CDB’s place in the community and consequences
This follows the literature which stresses that the success of an educational programme in a given community (varying by culture) should be based on the positive beliefs of that society (Dewey, 1916). This implies that for the education of people with CDB to be successful their position in a community must be properly understood. Once the community leaders understand they will in turn disseminate the information to their respective bases (2), each one according to their stance. This can be through a mutual dialogue with the aim of building mutual trust to achieve social change. The community base will embrace the message if it comes from their local leaders because they share the same beliefs, culture and values, leading to a good understanding of the disability (CDB) (3).

Figure 2: Framework on Community-based education approach to people with CDB

In addition, the community base should understand the need: the demand should come from within. This is consistent with the literature stipulating that education is the development of an individual according to their needs and the demands of society (Chandra & Sharma, 2004). The literature also stresses that schooling should take place in a local context where cultural
beliefs and values have strong influence (MacDonald, 2014). If a successful intervention within the community is to be achieved NGOs can implement an education programme (4) only after interventions from community leaders.

**Conclusion and Discussion**

Regarding the main question of this study, ‘To what extent can the cultural position and attitude toward people with CDB in East and Central Africa be described in relation to education?’ it can be concluded that in both countries, culture and religious beliefs are major factors in the social construction of people with CDB. Additionally, culture and religion are perceived as strong instruments that can influence change in society. Therefore, understanding the third-party voices and the underlying barriers and tensions surrounding people with CDB is important, in gaining knowledge about the position of CDB, and thus, in planning educational services in a multicultural context.

**Reflections on dialogicality in relation to religious stance**

Before discussing the results more in depth, first some reflections on the dialogical perspective in this study. From a dialogical perspective, the idea of ‘fellowship with others to maintain a sense of life’ triggers the role of ‘others’. The church offers the role of ‘others’ in the form of people as direct partners and ‘God’ (who is invisible) as the third party (Linell, 1998, p. 13), giving them a powerful voice believed to be capable of healing afflictions. This study reveals that the parents of children with CDB go to church with two aims: to receive help from well-wishers and to communicate their social realities to ‘God’.

As predominately Christian countries, people in Uganda and the DRC have great faith in the Bible while simultaneously maintaining certain cultural practices, as these two instruments - religion and culture - seem to have strong voices that influence social realities, thoughts, and even the position of an individual in the community. Hart (2010) pointed out that one way to understand communication about social realities in terms of the other is to explore how partners share attention between people, objects, places, and events. It appears that the parents believe that God can improve the condition of their child. They hope that God will engage with them in their concerns for their child, so that their trust in God makes the child a third element of shared concern. However, the question is, through this type of intersubjectivity, how do parents explain God’s attention to CDB? How do they assess the success and failure of this communication in relation to a change in attitude and access to education? This sharing of subjective states may indicate that there is a deep inner dialogue between the parents of people with CDB and God for the sake of the child.
Reflection on the most important outcomes of the study

The most important outcome of this study was ‘the identification of the third voice’ in the religious stance. This third voice, that of ‘God’, is understood to have great power. This means that religious followers have their ideas about people with CDB, with descriptions such as the following: ‘God’s creatures’; ‘They exist to show the power of God’; ‘They need to keep praying or attending church services to receive help from well-wishers’. Similarly, those who follow traditional values have the perspective that there is another invisible strong ‘God/Spirit’ connected to the children with CDB: ‘Children with CDB contain certain forces or power from spirits within them’. This difference in viewpoints between the two forces (religion and traditional perspective), not only creates social and cultural tension but also negatively affects the children by minimising their strengths and skills and hindering their educational possibilities. Additionally, there is no interaction or dialogue between the two stances to create a positive constructed meaning of CDB (Linell, 1998). Therefore, social and community dialogue is necessary to minimise the negative result of the dominant social power that has culturally emerged in the community.

The second useful outcome, is the gap observed between the medical stance of international organisations providing services for people with CDB and the attitude of the local population who believe in religious and traditional values. This finding is in line with the idea that each society has its own way of seeing, understanding, analysing, and interpreting a given situation (Berger, 1966). For example, the Western perspective of the US and Europe regarding the education of people with CDB may not be the same as that of Africa. In any case, understanding this inequality in the construction of social realities is important (Nafstad & Rodbroe, 2015).

The third important outcome is that focus groups demonstrated to be a good method for gaining an in-depth understanding of the construction of social realities (Nyumba et al., 2018). Culturally, in African communities, elders typically construct stories based on traditional and cultural knowledge (Mji et al., 2017, p. 38). This knowledge is normally shared in groups and passed on to the next generation. In this study, the focus group allowed a more complex personal reporting of experience from the participants about their beliefs, attitudes, and ideas about CDB and created a flow of meaningful conversation between the participants. As Flores and Alonso (1995) have observed, the application of focus group discussions has spread to several disciplines, including education.

The focus group discussions that included the families of children with CDB revealed, that parents showed greater display of emotions, for example, crying when talking about the difficult conditions they experience and the stigma they face. Although ‘other’ members of the group did not have such direct emotional experiences, they showed compassion in
various ways with the parents, for example through moments of silence. After such moments the researcher could initiate another topic, providing these ‘other’ participants the opportunity to share their own experiences.

Conversely, in the focus groups that did not include the families of the children with CDB, participants felt freer to share their experiences and didn’t feel the direct need to show compassion. In these discussions there was a more active flow with more turn-taking between the participants. In the DRC, for example, the researcher allowed the local traditional chief (Chef Coutumier) to lead the discussion for a certain amount of time. This change of role had a positive impact on the group dynamics, and participants expressed their pride that others were interested in hearing their social and traditional beliefs surrounding disability. This pride increased the chances of varied and more honest responses and suggestions from the participants (Nyumba et al, 2018).

**Study limitations**

The master study was limited and could cover only two countries (one each in Cetral and Eastern Africa). Additionally, there is relatively little relevant literature on the topic. Furthermore, in the DCR there were no services at all for CBD. These general limitations posed challenges to this study.

Another limitation was the language and translation difficulties. Th available documents in the DRC were in French and translation to English sometimes failed to bring out the intended meaning.

Because of these general limitations the researcher had to develop a theoretical framework and study design from scratch, and succeeded in this. Methodological this study needs more replications, but the value of this study is very worthwhile.

Another limitation was the language and translation to English sometimes failed to bring out the intended meaning.

**Implications for further research**

This study is very original and innovative in the field of deafblindness (and even in the general field of special needs education). It delivers a good basis as exemplary case study for further studies (Markova, 2017).

During the data collection process, the focus groups that included the families of children with CBD from both countries observed greater displays of emotion form the parents, restricting other members of the group from expressing their honest and personal opinions about the topic at hand. These participants showed a feeling of hesitation in expressing their
thoughts, especially when their thoughts opposed the views of the parents. It is important also for future research to taken this in account.

This study shown that, in Uganda and the DRC (and from the cant literature available about other countries in East Africa, such as Kenya, Tanzania and Zambia), no distinction is drawn between CBD and acquired deafblindness. It is possible that, due to cultural diversity, the education of CBD is perceived differently in each country.

Therefore, further research on a large scale is needed to analyse the social construction of CBD in central and eastern Africa. The outcome will allow international organizations and governments to understand different social realities and the real position of people with CBD.

The results may also be useful for policymakers in planning inclusive education.

**Implications for educational practice and policy**

The initial position taken in the research was that understanding different third voices, the underlying barriers, and tensions is a key element for a change of attitude to promote educational opportunities for people with CDB. In addition, awareness about CDB involving local, traditional, religious, and educational leaders is important. The study revealed that culture and religious beliefs have a significant influence on the education of people with CDB.

To conclude, it is necessary for governments and NGOs working in the field of CDB to show initiative and responsibility in the education of people with CDB and work according a community-based approach.

Similarly, churches in Africa are key to initiate change. In countries such as the DRC, approximately 60% of schools are run by the church, with special education always handled by the church as an issue of charity (Ministry of Education-DRC, 2010). Special emphasis on awareness of disability in general and CDB in particular should be initiated by the church; the church can play an important role in changing the current situation. If the church understands the social realities surrounding people with CDB, it can serve in the same way as international organizations described in the literature (United Nations, 1996) and use its authority to create positive attitudes and establish dynamic educational opportunities for people with CDB. Churches should also change their approach and not only focus on moral and spiritual support but also extend support to families with CDB. Thus, churches could identify educational needs and foster the educational development of people with CDB and establish parent-professional partnerships.
These relationships can serve as a link and ensure that families with CDB and service providers such as international organizations and schools are connected and parents have support in gaining a full understanding of their children’s strengths and needs.
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